




n the edge ofihe Creat Sandy Desert
and the extensive spinitex grasslands

ofthe East Kimberley l ies the Wolfe Creek
meteorite crater, the second largest cratcr
in the world from rvhich fragments of a
meteorite have been collected. The crater
is 880 metres across and almost perfectly
circular. Todav, the floor is about 60
metres belo\\ 'the rim, and is generally
flat, but r-ises slightl), in the centre. The
porous gypsum found in this central area
supports reasonably large trees and
contains a nunber ofsinkholes that mav
reflect the position of stress fr-actures
tormed b,v the impact from the meteorite.

The crater is inhabited by abundant
u,i ldlife. Among the broken rocks on the
crater rvall you may see a brown ringtail
dragon stalking insects that frequent the
florvering shrubs. These shrubs growwell
a long the  c ra tp r  r r rn .  i r 'here  mors lu re  i s
contained beneath the rocks. Mammals
are active at dau'n and dusk, avoiding
exposure during the heat ofthe day. Red
kangaroos l ive in the area, but are rarely
seen. Although the dry desert conditions
restrict the number of birds in the park,
spectacular and noisy Major Mitcheli
cockatoos han,est seeds from the wattles
and paperbarks  o f  the  c ra te r  f loor .
Ho\\'ever, most visitors come to the park
to manel at the crater itself.

FORMATION
Scientists have made an intenslve

study ofthe N olfe Creek meteorite crater.
Dat ing  o f  the  c ra te r  rocks  and the
meteorite have sho\\,n that it crashed to
Dar th  a round 300 000 -v -ears  a f lo -
relatively recently, in geological terms. It
u,ould have iveighed more than 50 000
tonnes ar'rd is lhought to have been
travell ing at 15 kilometres a second-a
speed which \\,ould have taken it across
Australia in five minutes! The impact of
its enormous mass \!ould have punched
a huge hole in the ground, pulverising
the underl_u-ing rocks and putting asudden
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halt to its progress. Within seconds, the
energy caused by its tremendous mass
and velocity would be converted to heat,
melting and vaporising the meteorite
and causing a massive explosion (l ike an
exploding pressure cooker) that sent
debris flying in every direction and
deformed the surrounding rocks. Thrs
helps to explain u,hy some fragments of
iron meteorite have been found about
four kilometres au,ay.

Rusty balls of rock, knorvn as shale
balls'. l ie on the top of the slopes of the
crater, particularly on the \\,estern side
Some ofthese are scattered on the ground,

but other chunks are fused into the
la te r i te  capp ing .  S imi la r  rocks  are
associated lv ith othe r large crate rs arou n d

the rvorld. They contain iron nickel and
iron'phosphide and are the deeply rusted
remains of iron meteorites.

The effects of the impact on the
surrounding rocks can also be seen. The
area in n'hich the crater has formed is
quar tz i te  capped w i th  la te r i te .  The
quartzite. urhich became distoried as a
result of the explosive impact, is clearly
visible on the inner nalls. The laterite.
thich once capped the quartzite, can be
norv be seen in some places. sandwiched
bet\\ 'een layers of folded quartzite. The
crater thai resulted \rras probably up to
120 metres deep, but has been fi l led by
b lo rvn  sand and gypsum over  the
intervening hundreds of thousands of
years.



SECRETS FROM SPACE
The Earth has beenso altered since it

was formed 4 600 million years ago that
th€re is little or no evidence available to
scientists that il lustrate its earliest
history, or which helps to shed light on
how planetswere made. Most meteorites,
on the other hand, are believed to be
among the earliestsolid rocks to form rn
our Solar System, and have remained
unchanged.  The most  common
meteorites, the chondrites, are composed
of numerous rounded grains, known as
chondrules. Chondrules are thought to
be among the first matter to solidify from
the cloud ofgas and dust that gave birth
to the Sun and its planets. Their
accumulation eventually led to the
formation oflarger bodies and, ultimately,
to the planets of our Solar System.
Meteorites are therefore regarded as
precious relicts from outer space,
containingclues to thevery beginning of
our Solar Syst€m.

Meteor i tes may even conta in
information as to how living organisms
first evolved. Some meteorite fragments
recovered from other pads of Australia
have been shown to contain amino acids,
which are the building blocks of life.

COULD IT HAPPEN TODAY?
Scientists have speculated about the

chances ofa large meteoroid plungingto
Earth this century. Most ftagments that
enter ouratmosphere burn outas meteors
before they reachthesurface of theplanet,

due to friction with atmospheric gases.
Their progress may, however, produce
quite a spectacular light show. Many
others plunge harmlessly into the ocean,
while some actually fall to land as
relatively small fragments. Fragmenrs
from some 450 or so different meteorites
have so far been recovered fromAustralia
and more than 16 000 fragments have
been excavated from the Antarctic ice,
where they have been protected from the
deep weathering processes they would
have experienced elsewhere in the world.

Many ofthe large cnters from earliest
times would also have been weathered
away from the surface ofour planet over
the last few thousands of millions of
years. It is estimated that meteorite
impacts on the scale seen at Wolfe Creek
may occur every 25 000 to 50 000 years.
Collisions on a scale capable ofcausing a
major catastrophe may take place only
once every 15 millionyears.It is thought
that more than I 000 asteroids greater
than a kilometre in diameter have orbits
that cross that of Earth. So although
there is only the most remote chance of
such an event occurring during our
lifetime, it is nevertheless a very real
possibility.

There is also mounting scientific
evidence that one or more giant
meteorites collided with Earth during
the end of the Cretaceous period, and
some scientists believe that such an event
may have contributed to the extinctionof
the dinosaurs and other animals that

I Dating has shown that the meteorite
I that formed the Wolfe Creek crater
! crashed to Earth 300 000 years ago.
Photo - Bill Bachman

died around that time. These theories
may not be far-fetched. At many places
throughout the world, athin layerofclay
has been deposited in layers of rock aged
at some 65 million years. These deposits
contain the metall ic element ir idiunr,
which is rare in the Earth's crust, Dur
often present in meteorites. It is thought
that such an occurrence would have
triggered a global holocaust. blasting
more than 10 000 cubic kilometres of
dust into the atmosphere. obliterating
the Sun and making it impossible for
many plants and animals to survive. The
evidence for impact is very strong, but
whether it was responsible for mass
extinctions is still disputed. Nobody really
knows, but the possibility is intriguing.

Whatever you believe, though, there
is no doubt that meteorites and the
remarkable meteorite crater at Wolfe
Creek will fascinate humankind for many
years to come.
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Nudibranchs, or sea-slugs,
Westem Australia's marine
environment. Theg are found
tremendous diuersity of colour
form, the Ceratosoma brevicaudatum,
illustrated here, is a common
inhabitant of south-uestem
uaters. See page 28 to
leam more about the
'Shtgs of the Sea'-
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